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Abstract: The novel virus (COVID-19) pandemic threats the global most since the World War II yet 6

difficult to design effective policy to respond it because widely utilized models only support to 7

predict the future tendency within a narrow time-window. Hereby, we developed a Benchmark, 8

Amendment and Validation model (BAVM) combined with the hypothesis of potential periodicity 9

of COVID-19 to devote jointly the retreated prediction of pandemic within a broad time-window. 10

Results exhibits the 4-month of potential periodicity between two adjacent peaks of pandemic (t=– 11

1.56, p=12.4%). Besides, whether or not the peak emergence has no effect on COVID-19 dynamic 12

trajectory, but the time to firstly peak affects. Meanwhile, uprising the quarantine rate exhibits the 13

earlier expedition towards the first peak emergence (9.7% vs. 6.2%, p=4.1%). On the contrary, the 14

delay of first peak increased the infection rate (0.6% vs. 0.3%, p=1.5%) but also the discharge rate 15

(65% vs. 74%, p=3.8%). Moreover, the indication of the retreated tendency of COVID-19 pandemic 16

is that the next peak should emerge but in fact vanished after one periodicity. Otherwise, the 17

pandemic enters into the next worse phase, typical of high mortality (5% vs. 3.4%, p=5.3%) and low 18

discharge rate (65.8% vs. 74.1%, p=4.2%). 19

Keywords: COVID-19; Retreated tendency; Potential periodicity; Prediction 20

21

1. Introduction 22

The well-known novel virus (COVID-19) is a new strain of coronavirus family, 23

declared by the World Health Organization (WHO) as a pandemic [1] and an in-depth 24

understanding of COVID-19 dynamics and according drivers is vital to design effective 25

policy responses to mitigate it. Previous studies mainly aim to uncover driving factors 26

such as natural factors and non-natural factors. First, NATURE and SCIENCE published 27

articles affirming the positive effect of non-natural interventions such as lock down on 28

mitigating the pandemic in China [2, 3]. However, Coccia agreed that a longer period of 29

lockdown does not reduce significantly fatality rate and even has a negative impact on 30

economic growth, further declining healthcare investment and causing more deaths, a 31

vicious cycle [4]. Besides, Yechezkel et al also supported that human mobility and poverty 32

are two key drivers of COVID-19 transmission and control, but those two drivers are 33

contradictory to achieve because slowing human mobility during the pandemic is at cost 34

of heavy restrictions (such as lock down), further leading economic crisis and 35

exacerbating poverty [5]. Thus, Wang et al recommended a trade-off strategy between 36

pandemic control and regular social activities through the spatiotemporal heterogeneity 37

to replace the broad sweeping interventions [6, 7]. On top of mentioned contradictory 38

non-natural drivers, we cannot rule out the possibility that the observed COVID-19 39

dynamic trajectory is partially attribute to other unknown climatic factors [2, 3]. Currently, 40

many previous studies affirmed temperature [8, 9], humidity [10, 11], solar radiation [10, 41

12], aerosol [13, 14] and wind speed [15, 16] as main potential natural drivers. However, 42

EARTHS FUTURE published an article summarizing 46 diverse and even contradictory 43

conclusions concerning effects of those natural drivers on COVID-19 dynamic trajectory 44

[17]. Notably, one of the significant reasons to cause contradictory determinants of those 45
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drivers aforesaid is that the reported pandemic data are quite sensitive to according 46

quarantine policy made by government, hardly revealing the real COVID-19 dynamic 47

trajectory. Sometimes a sudden increase of morbidity does not necessarily reveal the real 48

infection increase yet an outcome of probably changed quarantine policy, making 49

consequent results suspicious. Owing to this, to reduce the sensitivity of utilized trajectory 50

data to quarantine policy is the first contribution of this work. 51

On top of uncovering potential drivers of COVID-19, another effort is to predict the 52

dynamic tendency of pandemic trajectory. In previous studies, various susceptible- 53

infected-removed (SIR) models and their extensions are widely used [18-23]. However, 54

PNAS published an article to suspect that these models are not yet capable to anticipate 55

the forthcoming COVID-19 dynamic trajectory even if being good at reproducing 56

empirical data through suitably chosen parameters [24]. The same drawback also existed 57

in machine learning model (China case) [25], and auto-regression integrated moving 58

average (ARIMA) model (Spain case) [26], respectively. Apart from the aforementioned 59

sensitivity of COVID-19 data to quarantine policy, the future trajectory of ongoing 60

pandemic is so sensitive to parameter values of those models that predictions are only 61

meaningful within a narrow time window and in probabilistic terms, much as what we 62

are used to in weather forecasts [24]. Recently, Coccia proposed an index to quantify 63

environmental risk of exposure to future pandemics of the COVID-19, supporting a 64

proactive environmental strategy to help policymakers to prevent future pandemic [27]. 65

However, it is only meaningful when the COVID-19 trajectory entered the retreated phase, 66

because the separation model proposed by Zuo et al exhibited the principal response of 67

COVID-19 trajectory to non-natural factors and subordinate response to environmental 68

factors [17]. Thus, the second contribution of this work is to predict COVID-19 dynamic 69

tendency within a broad time window through the hypothesis of potential periodicity of 70

COVID-19. Consequently, we also expected to predict the retreated indication of this 71

pandemic, which is quite significant for all humans’ lives and well-being. 72

2. Materials and Methods 73

2.1. Data Collection 74

Two types of data (either a certain day's data or the time-series data) together support 75

our work. The first data type reveals four COVID-19 pandemic trajectories on August-31, 76

2020 at 113 countries by the cumulative number of confirmed cases, deaths, discharges 77

and in-ICU cases, respectively (all data are available in WHO reports [28]). 78

Contemporaneously, data of the number of populaces participating the COVID-19 79

detecting-pool are available at the world info meter of COVID-19 80

(https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/). Onward, the second type of data is the 81

time-series of total confirmed COVID-19 cases from January-21, 2020 to August-31, 2020 82

available at the COVID-19 data repository (https://github.com/CSSEGISandData/COVID- 83

19), which is utilized to predict the tendency of according trajectories. Besides, Figure 1 84

shows the geographical locations of 113 investigated countries that made their test size 85

data public. Notably, all original and intermediate data for this work are available in the 86

Zenodo repository (PMC-2021. (2021, June 2). PMC-2021/BAVM-Model: BAVM-Model 87

(Version v1.0.0). Zenodo. http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4892353.) 88

https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/
https://github.com/CSSEGISandData/COVID-19
https://github.com/CSSEGISandData/COVID-19
http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4892353
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89
Figure 1. Ggeographical locations of 113 investigated countries. Note that all world maps (Data Source: 90

ArcWorld Supplement) were created using ArcGIS software 10.7.1 by ESRI, which are used herein under license. 91

Copyright ESRI. All rights reserved. For more information about ESRI software, please visit www.esri.com. 92

2.2. Pandemic Metrics 93

Derivative pandemic metrics are widely used in many statistical researches 94

concerning distinct COVID-19 pandemic trajectories, i.e., positive rate [29] and infection 95

rate [30] to uncover the infection-specific characteristic of according trajectories. Besides, 96

the case fatality rate [31], mortality rate [32] and closed case fatality rate [33] are proposed 97

for revealing death-specific characteristic; the discharge rate [34], recovery rate [35] and 98

survival case discharge rate [36, 37] for recovery-specific characteristic; in-ICU case rate 99

[37, 38] and clinical deterioration rate [38] for worsening-specific characteristic, 100

respectively. The details about those metrics calculation are listed in Table A1. 101

2.3. Benchmark, Amendment and Validation Model 102

Consider the following complex phenomena of COVID-19 pandemic transmission 103

estimated by pandemic metrics. Taking the pandemic metric “positive rate” as an example, 104

we can find (Figure 2) that this metric is sensitive to the detecting rate (p<0.001), which 105

make the positive rate hard to reveal the real infection phenomena, because the fluctuation 106

of this value may be an outcome of a suddenly changed detecting rate instead of real 107

infection increase or decrease. Likewise, the above phenomena also exist in other metrics, 108

such as “infection rate” (R=0.446, p<0.001). Hereby, the contribution of our proposed 109

BAVM model is that it is indeed benefit for making the above complex phenomena clearer. 110

Taking a simple example to explain the methodology. Assuming there are two 111

regions A and B (Table 1). Besides, the population of region-A and B are both 10, but there 112

are 10 persons to participate the COVID-19 detection in A whereas only two persons to be 113

detected in B. The result of detection is the five positive in region-A and two positive in B. 114

Table 1. The simple scenario to explain the BAVM model. 115

Regions Population 
Tests 

(Samples) 

Positive 

cases 

Detecting rate 

(Tests/Population) 

Positive rate 

(Positive 

cases/Tests) 

Infection rate  

(Positive 

cases/Population) 

A 10 10 5 100% 50% 50% 

B 10 2 2 20% 100% 20% 

116

The complex phenomena in this scenario is that can we say the positive rate of region- 117

B is higher than that of A? Absolutely cannot, because the detecting rate of region-B is 118

only 20%, we cannot convince its 100% of positive rate. On the contrary, the 50% of 119

positive rate of region-A could be convinced to reveal the real infection due to its 100% 120

detecting rate. However, the problem is that how to evaluate the pandemic situation of 121

region-B? Given the negative response of the positive rate to the detecting rate, low 122

http://www.esri.com/
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detecting rate corresponds to the risk to overestimate the positive rate. Similarly, given 123

the positive response of the infection rate to the detecting rate, low detecting rate 124

corresponds to the risk to underestimate the infection rate. Thus in region-B, we 125

overestimated its positive rate (100%) and underestimated its infection rate (20%), 126

respectively. 127

However, the pandemic situation in region-A can be a benchmark for B, and we use 128

the “metric distance” of other regions to the benchmark to estimate its relative data 129

confidence. Indeed, it can also reveal the relative level of risk to overestimate or 130

underestimate the pandemic of different regions. In Table 2, taking the positive rate as an 131

example, the metric distance from region-A to B is 50% ÷ 100% = 0.5. The shorter this 132

distance, the higher risk to overestimate the positive rate of region-B. Besides, taking the 133

infection rate as an example, the metric distance from region-A to B is 50% ÷ 20% = 2.5. 134

The longer this distance, the higher risk to underestimate the infection rate of region-B. To 135

reduce the above risk, we average the metric distance and re-calculated the amended 136

positive rate and infection rate in Table 3. 137

Table 2. Risk analysis of the positive rate and infection rate 138

Regions Positive rate Infection rate 
Metric distance 

(positive rate) 

Metric distance 

(infection rate) 

B 100% 20% 0.5 2.5 

Risk to overestimate √ × × √ 

Risk to underestimate × √ √ × 

Table 3. Risk analysis of the amended positive rate and infection rate 139

Regions 
Average metric 

distance 
Amended positive rate Amended infection rate 

B 1.5 33.3% 33.3% 

Risk to overestimate × × × 

Risk to underestimate × × × 

140

141
Figure 2. The significantly negative response of one of pandemic metrics “positive rate” to 142

detecting rate (R=-0.317, p<0.001). 143

Therefore, in general, the BAVM model to compensate the overestimation (↑) / 144 

underestimation (↓) risk of existing COVID-19 pandemic trajectory data contains three 145 
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steps. The first step concerns the benchmark. The Chi-square test and Pearson-correlation 146

test [44] are jointly utilized to measure the coupling association of four groups of 147

pandemic trajectories (Table 4) with region-wise detecting-strategy of COVID-19 cases 148

(that is testing rate [39]) to output several groups of overvalued and undervalued 149

trajectory data in the case of p-value not beyond 0.05. Besides, each mentioned trajectory 150

sequence contains 113 data points reported from investigated countries (Equation 1). 151

Onward, the data confidence of according trajectory points are sequenced by data of 152

testing rate. For instance, trajectory data concerning the first metric (Table A1) reported 153

from Bahrain (testing rate: 64.04%) is 3%, containing higher data confidence than 154

Denmark (0.29%; testing rate: 41.41%). Moreover, trajectory data reported from Bahrain 155

own the highest confidence, being a benchmark (𝑡↑1  and  𝑡↓1 ) to amend the correlating 156

trajectory data (𝑡↑𝑘 and 𝑡↓𝑘, k>1) reported from the other countries. The second step is to 157

amend a group of overvalued and undervalued trajectory data by quotient average model 158

(QAM) (Equation 2). Specifically in Equation 2, two quotients between the benchmark of 159

the overvalued / undervalued trajectory data and the other to-amend trajectories are 𝑞↓𝑘 160

(undervalued) and 𝑞↑𝑘 (overvalued), respectively. Onward, amended trajectory sequences 161

(Equation 3) are obtained through the average quotient (�̃�𝑘) of those two quotients. The 162

third step is to validate the coupling association between amended trajectories and 163

detecting-strategy of COVID-19 cases by Chi-square test and Pearson-correlation test yet 164

again. The consequence of p-value beyond 0.05 reveals the successful compensation to 165

aforementioned overestimation / underestimation of existing trajectory data. 166

{
𝑻↑ = { 𝑡↑1⏞Benchmark point , 𝑡↑2, … , 𝑡↑𝑛⏞    To−amend trajectory points}
𝑻↓ = { 𝑡↓1⏞Benchmark point , 𝑡↓2, … , 𝑡↓𝑛⏞    To−amend trajectory points} (1) 167

In Equation 1, 𝑻↑  and 𝑻↓  individually represents the overvalued and undervalued 168

trajectory sequence. Moreover, 𝑡↑𝑘  and 𝑡↓𝑘  demonstrate two types of specific trajectory 169

points reported from the kth (k>1) country (n=113). Specifically, 𝑡↑1  and 𝑡↓1  are both 170

benchmarks to amend the other 112 trajectory points. Onward, Figure 3 combined 171

Equation 2 represent the quotient average model (QAM), where 𝑡↑1  and 𝑡↓1  are both 172

benchmarks to amend the other 112 trajectory points 𝑡↑𝑘 and 𝑡↓𝑘 (k>1). Besides, 𝑞↑𝑘 and 𝑞↓𝑘 173

are two quotients between benchmarks and the other to-amend trajectory points (k>1). 174

Subsequently, �̃�𝑘 is the average outcome of those two quotients, and 𝑡↑�̃� and 𝑡↓�̃� are final 175

amended trajectory points (k>1). In Equation 3, �̃�↑ and �̃�↓ separately represent the final 176

amended trajectory sequence. 177
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178
Figure 3. The quotient average model (QAM) to amend trajectories 179

(positive rate and infection rate) with risk of over/under estimation. 180

Specifically, the green line represents the overvalued quotient between 181

benchmark and to-amend trajectory points, whereas the blue line 182

demonstrates the undervalued quotient. Onward, the red line shows the 183

average quotient as the outcome of QAM model to amend the positive rate 184

(Figure 6a) and infection rate (Figure 6c). 185

{
𝑡↑�̃� = 𝑡↑𝑘 �̃�𝑘⁄ , 𝑡↓�̃� = 𝑡↓𝑘 �̃�𝑘⁄ , 𝑘 > 1�̃�𝑘 = (𝑞↑𝑘 + 𝑞↓𝑘) 2⁄𝑞↓𝑘 = 𝑡↑1 𝑡↑𝑘⁄ , 𝑞↑𝑘 = 𝑡↓1 𝑡↓𝑘⁄ (2) 186

187

{
�̃�↑ = {𝑡↑1, 𝑡↑2̃, … , 𝑡↑�̃�⏞    Amended trajectory points}
�̃�↓ = {𝑡↓1, 𝑡↓2̃, … , 𝑡↓�̃�⏞    Amended trajectory points} (3) 188

189

2.4. Hypothesis of Pandemic Periodicity and Retreated Indication 190

The time interval between two successive peaks of the COVID-19 pandemic 191

trajectory reveals its potential periodicity of according trajectory (Figure 4). In spite of the 192

intricate and coupling interaction between the pandemic trajectory and numerous 193

unknown driving factors [17], the periodicity potentially exists due to the systematic 194

regularity of two main driving factors such as human interventions [2, 3] and climate 195

change [17]. Owing to this, it is capable to predict the retreat tendency of this pandemic 196

based on the probability of another round of pandemic peak contained by the probable 197

time interval (Equation 4). Consequently, the afterward peak that rejects to emerge within 198

the expected time interval is the probable vanished peak, an indication of the retreat 199

tendency of the COVID-19 pandemic trajectory across the global or certain regions. 200𝑃{ρ = 1|𝑡ρ ∈ [𝑡𝑘+1 − ∆𝑡, 𝑡𝑘+1 + ∆𝑡]}                                     (4) 201

In Equation 4, 𝑡ρ indicates a predicted time to reach another round of pandemic peak; 202𝑡𝑘+1 signifies a center of a probable time interval, and ∆𝑡 is a prior estimated threshold. 203
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Onward, ρ = 1 represents an emerged successive peak, otherwise a probable vanished 204

peak (ρ = 0). 205

206
Figure 4. The COVID-19 pandemic periodicity and retreated back indication. 207

Specifically, each trigon represents a pandemic phase, in which each dotted line 208

describes the corresponding peak time. Besides, the time interval between 𝑡𝑘−1 209

and 𝑡𝑘 describes the observed periodicity. Onward, the time interval between 𝑡𝑘 210

and 𝑡𝑘+1 predicts the successive theoretic periodicity. 211

3. Results 212

3.1. Screen COVID-19 Pandemic Trajectories with Risk to Over/Under Estimation 213

Table 4 shows the coupling associations of 10 pandemic trajectories with distinct 214

testing rate data reported from 113 countries. It could be observed that the positive rate 215

exhibits a significant negative association with testing rate (p<0.001). On the contrary, the 216

infection rate shows a significant positive association with testing rate (p<0.001). Thus, 217

above two trajectory data contains the risk of overestimation and underestimation due to 218

the average testing rate not beyond 8% up to date (Figure 5). Besides, despite a significant 219

nonlinear association of the case fatality rate (p=0.030) with testing rate, it is difficult to 220

measure the uncertainty of this trajectory and thus cannot support BAVM model. Notably, 221

the discharge rate and survival case discharge rate both exhibit significant Pearson 222

associations with testing rate (p=0.200 and p=0.196) yet fail to reach the significance level 223

of 0.05 in the Chi-square test (p=0.110 and p=0.110), hereby, the risk to over/under 224

estimation of these two trajectories could be ignored. Besides, such risk of remnant seven 225

trajectories also fail to exhibit the statistical significance. Consequently, the positive rate 226

and infection rate are screened out to amend in the BAVM model (Section 3.2). 227

Table 4. The correlation between testing rate and four groups of pandemic trajectories (*p < 228

0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001), where the number of trajectory points in each trajectory sequence 229

is 113. Notably, detailed descriptions of ten trajectories are in Table A1. 230

Group Trajectory 

Testing rate 

Chi-square 

test 
Pearson-correlation test 

1 
Positive rate 16.37*** -0.317***

Infection rate 12.11*** 0.446*** 

2 

Case fatality rate 4.686* -0.010

Mortality rate 0.080 -0.055

Closed case fatality rate 2.011 -0.029

3 

Discharge rate 2.555 0.200* 

Recovery rate 0.435 0.029 

Survival case discharge rate 2.555 0.196* 

4 
In-ICU case rate 2.555 -0.120

Clinical deterioration rate 0.080 -0.076
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231
Figure 5. Testing rate reported from 113 investigated countries on 232

August 31, 2020. Specifically, the average and maximum of 233

according data of testing rate is 7.89% and 64.04%, respectively. 234

3.2. BAVM Model to Reduce Trajectory Risks 235

Combined Section 3.1 and 2.3, the positive rate reported from Bahrain is a benchmark 236

in BAVM model to amend remnant trajectory points overvalued by the other 112 countries. 237

Similarly, BAVM model also supports to amend remnant-undervalued points in the 238

infection rate sequence. Onward, Figure 6 shows the outcome of BAVM model to 239

overcome two trajectory risks described in Section 3.1. It could be observed that the 240

positive rate with risk of over estimation was recompensed from 11.40% of average data- 241

point down to 1.42% in the case of only 7.89% of average testing rate (Figure 5). Besides, 242

the infection rate with risk of under estimation was compensated from 0.54% of average 243

data-point up to 0.91% in the same case. For example, data-point (73%) in the positive rate 244

(Figure 6a) and data-point (0.1%) in the infection rate (Figure 6c) both reported from Egypt, 245

but that data only owns 0.13% probability to be trusted (Figure 5). However, after the 246

amendment of BAVM model, Egypt exhibits the positive rate down to 0.3% (Figure 6b) 247

and the infection rate up to 0.19% (Figure 6d). Further, Figure 6 also exhibits the similar 248

compensations happened in other countries. Onward, Table 5 shows the outcome of 249

validation in BAVM model that both amended trajectories exhibit insignificant 250

associations with testing rate (2 (113) =0.716 and p=0.398). Thus, the response of amended 251

trajectories to uncertainty risks brought from the current low testing rate (Figure 5) turns 252

to be insensitive. 253
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254

Figure 6. The QAM model to overcome two risks from the positive rate (labeled T1 within figure) and infection 255

rate (labeled T2 within figure). The detailed process of QAM model is in Figure 3. Specifically, Figure 6a and 6c 256

exhibit the spatial distributions of two trajectories (T1 and T2), respectively. Onward, Figure 6b and 6d show 257

final amended two trajectories in BAVM model. Note that all world maps (Data Source: ArcWorld Supplement) 258

were created using ArcGIS software 10.7.1 by ESRI, which are used herein under license. Copyright ESRI. All 259

rights reserved. For more information about ESRI software, please visit www.esri.com. 260

Table 5. The validation of two amended trajectories in BAVM model (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001). Notably, 261

detailed descriptions of those two trajectories are in Table A1. 262

Median Trajectory Median 2 p-value

Testing rate 

T-1

<0.77% (N=61) ≥0.77% (N=56) 
0.716 0.398 <0.05 31 (50.8%) 26 (46.4%) 

≥0.05 30 (49.2%) 30 (53.6%) 

T-2

<0.49% (N=61) ≥0.49% (N=56) 
0.716 0.398 <0.05 31 (50.8%) 26 (46.4%) 

≥0.05 30 (49.2%) 30 (53.6%) 

3.3. Potential Periodicity of COVID-19 Pandemic 263

Figure 7a shows that until August 31, 2020, the time-interval between the twice 264

COVID-19 peaks was mainly concentrated in a 4-months period, so the average time- 265

interval was hypothesized as a 4-months period. On top of that, the time-interval (Figure 266

7b) in 52% of countries (N=32), 19% of countries (N=12), 23% of countries (N=14) and 6% 267

of countries (N=4) showed a 4-months, 5-months, 3-months and 2-months period, 268

respectively. Therefore, the alternative hypothesis (Table 6) in One-sample t-test was 269

accepted (t (62) =-1.56, p=0.124) and the average time-interval (�̅�=3.84) between the twice 270

peaks in sampled countries was statistically equal to the hypothesized population mean 271

(𝑢0=4). In this regard, the initially hypothesis about the potential periodicity—despite of 272

not knowing the existence of periodicity—of COVID-19 pandemic was made as a 4- 273

months period. 274

http://www.esri.com/
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275

Figure 7. The time-interval between twice-pandemic peaks from 62 countries where the pandemic recurred. 276

Onward, Figure 7a exhibits the frequency distribution histogram with according value of 4, 14, 32 and 12, 277

respectively. Besides, Figure 7b exhibits spatial distribution of those countries. Specifically, black-shaded patch 278

represents 2-month time-interval between twice peaks, green-shaded patch (3-month), red-shaded patch (4- 279

month), and blue-shaded patch (5-month). Note that all world maps (Data Source: ArcWorld Supplement) were 280

created using ArcGIS software 10.7.1 by ESRI, which are used herein under license. Copyright ESRI. All rights 281

reserved. For more information about ESRI software, please visit www.esri.com. 282

Table 6. Result of One-sample t-test [45] (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001) 283

N Mean SD Test-value = 4 

Time-interval 62 3.84 0.81 
t DF p-value

-1.56 61 0.124 

4. Discussion 284

4.1. Distinction of Peak Wise Trajectories across the Global 285

Combined with Section 3.2, the amended positive rate and infection rate (Table 7) 286

replaced two trajectories with risk of over/under estimation through BAVM model. 287

Furthermore, this section aims to measure whether or not the emergence of peak will 288

significantly affect investigated pandemic trajectories. Figure 8a shows that until August 289

31, 2020 the pandemic peak in 83% of countries (N=94; blue-patch) was emerged, but 17% 290

of countries (N=19, red-patch) experienced emergence of no peak. Onward, it was 291

observed that the alternative hypothesis (Table 7) in the Independent-sample t-test was 292

rejected for testing rate (t (113) =5.41, p<0.01), but was accepted for other ten trajectories. 293

Owing to this, the emergence of peak has no significant effect on trajectories, but testing 294

rate exhibits a significant influence on the emergence of peak. Moreover, peaked trajectory 295

exhibits higher testing rate (Mean = 0.088; SD = 0.096) than trajectory without peak (Mean 296

= 0.030; SD = 0.019). Therefore, expanding the proportion of the populaces in COVID-19 297

detecting-pool helps the regional/global peak emerge. 298

Given the 4-month period of potential periodicity of COVID-19 pandemic from 299

January to August (Section 3.3), the month of April splits investigated countries (N=113) 300

into group-1 (peaks in 59 countries emerged before April) and group-2 (peaks in 54 301

countries emerged after April) (Figure 8b). The aim is to measure whether the 302

investigated trajectories have significant responses to according time to peak. Table 7 303

exhibits that the amended positive rate and infection rate both contain significant 304

responses to peaked time (t (113) = 2.49, p = 0.015; t (113) = 2.10, p = 0.038). In addition to 305

the amended positive rate, the amended infection rate with earlier time to peak (before 306

April) exhibit a lower data-point (Mean=0.005; SD=0.008) than that with later time to peak 307

(Mean = 0.011; SD = 0.014). Thus, moving the time to peak ahead is vital for curbing the 308

pandemic. On top of that, uprising the testing rate significantly advances the time to peak 309

(t (113) = -2.07; p= 0.041). Consequently, we suggested the strategy of mass scale testing as 310

a foremost option to fight against the COVID-19 across the global, but if some countries 311

were not capable to support that strategy, the community testing [42] like in China was 312

also an effective strategy to curb this pandemic. Notably, the delay of peaks caused 313
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significantly higher data-point in the discharge rate (Mean = 0.737; SD = 0.194) than the 314

early peaks (Mean = 0.650; SD = 0.241). The reason is that the early peaks will burden the 315

hospitals but the delay of peaks probably made human response gradually effective to 316

curb the pandemic transmission and more deaths [17]. 317

318

Figure 8. The spatial distribution of two peak wise trajectories. In Figure 8a, pandemic peaks emerged in green- 319

shaded patches, and red-shaded patches represent no peak emerged in those countries. Besides, in Figure 8b, 320

countries with the first pandemic peak emerging before April-31 shaded by green, otherwise, shaded by red. 321

Note that all world maps (Data Source: ArcWorld Supplement) were created using ArcGIS software 10.7.1 by 322

ESRI, which are used herein under license. Copyright ESRI. All rights reserved. For more information about 323

ESRI software, please visit www.esri.com. 324

Table 7. Distinction of peak wise trajectories through the Independent-sample t-test [45] (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001). 325

Notably, detailed descriptions of ten trajectories are in Table A1. 326

Trajectory Peak N Mean SD 
t-test

April N Mean SD 
t-test

t p t p 

Testing rate 
yes 94 0.088 0.096 

5.41*** 0.000 
after 59 0.062 0.096 

-2.07* 0.041 
no 19 0.030 0.019 before 54 0.097 0.081 

Amended positive 

rate 

yes 94 0.014 0.019 
1.03 0.308 

after 59 0.006 0.009 
2.49* 0.015 

no 19 0.011 0.010 before 54 0.003 0.005 

Amended infection 

rate 

yes 94 0.009 0.012 
0.85 0.395 

after 59 0.011 0.014 
2.96*** 0.004 

no 19 0.006 0.008 before 54 0.005 0.008 

Case fatality rate 
yes 94 0.027 0.024 

0.19 0.850 
after 59 0.024 0.018 

-1.40 0.166 
no 19 0.026 0.022 before 54 0.031 0.028 

Mortality rate 
yes 94 0.031 0.026 

-0.13 0.899 
after 59 0.027 0.020 

-1.80 0.075 
no 19 0.032 0.025 before 54 0.036 0.030 

Closed case fatality 

rate 

yes 94 0.043 0.050 
0.28 0.782 

after 59 0.035 0.028 
-1.90 0.061 

no 19 0.040 0.028 before 54 0.052 0.060 

Discharge rate 
yes 94 0.712 0.227 

1.76 0.081 
after 59 0.737 0.194 

2.10* 0.038 
no 19 0.615 0.172 before 54 0.650 0.241 

Recovery rate 
yes 94 0.957 0.050 

-0.28 0.782 
after 59 0.965 0.028 

1.90 0.061 
no 19 0.960 0.028 before 54 0.948 0.060 

Survival case 

discharge rate 

yes 94 0.732 0.233 
1.77 0.079 

after 59 0.755 0.197 
1.97 0.051 

no 19 0.632 0.177 before 54 0.671 0.249 

In-ICU case rate 
yes 94 0.002 0.007 

-1.03 0.304 
after 59 0.002 0.004 

-0.93 0.354 
no 19 0.004 0.006 before 54 0.003 0.009 

Clinical 

deterioration rate 

yes 94 0.021 0.055 
0.42 0.672 

after 59 0.026 0.067 
1.06 0.291 

no 19 0.016 0.015 before 54 0.016 0.020 

4.2. Distinction of Peak Wise Trajectories across the Global 327

Compared to historical pandemics, such as two-phased respiratory virus epidemic 328

in Russia (1889-1892) [40], and three-phased Spanish flu pandemic (1918-1920) [41], the 329

COVID-19 emerged with two phases until August 31, 2020 but still not shrank globally. 330

Combined the method in Section 4.1, this section aims to measure whether or not the 331

varied phases of COVID-19 pandemic will significantly affect according trajectories. 332

Figure 9 exhibits the second-phase of pandemic happened in 55% of countries (N=62; red- 333

patch) yet 45% of countries (N=51, blue-patch) yet to experience the phase-2. Besides, 334

Table 8 exhibits the testing rate in phase-2 (Mean = 0.094; SD = 0.079) is significantly higher 335

than phase-1 (Mean = 0.060; SD = 0.100), revealing the global expansion of according 336

testing rate in second pandemic phase. Notably, the closed case fatality rate in phase-2 337

(Mean = 0.050; SD = 0.059) exhibits higher value than phase-1 (Mean = 0.034; SD = 0.024). 338

Similarly, the discharge rate, recovery rate and survival case discharge raye in phase-2 all 339
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exhibit lower value than phase-1 (Table 8). Owing to this, the COVID-19 pandemic is 340

expanding in phase-2, which differs from the conclusion drawn by Coccia [43]. There are 341

mainly three reasons for the divergence. First, previous work exhibited a case study in 342

Italy but our work carried out in 113 countries (global-level). Second, only three 343

trajectories concerning incidence, numbers of ICU cases and deaths utilized in previous 344

work, whereas ten trajectories (Table A1) employed in our work. Third, the span of time 345

series data in previous work is from February 2020 to February 2021, but our work 346

spanned from January 2020 to August 2020. In this regard, lessons learned from one case 347

study probably lacks generalization to copy policies to other countries. 348

Table 8. Distinction of phase wise trajectories through the Independent-sample t-test [45] (*p < 0.05, 349
**p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001). Notably, detailed descriptions of ten trajectories are in Table A1. 350

Trajectory Pandemic phase N Mean SD 
t-test

t p 

Testing rate 
Phase-1 51 0.060 0.100 

-2.04* 0.044 
Phase-2 62 0.094 0.079 

Amended T-1 
Phase-1 51 0.017 0.022 

1.63 0.107 
Phase-2 62 0.011 0.014 

Amended T-2 
Phase-1 51 0.011 0.014 

1.90 0.061 
Phase-2 62 0.007 0.009 

T-3
Phase-1 51 0.025 0.019 

-0.88 0.382 
Phase-2 62 0.029 0.027 

T-4
Phase-1 51 0.028 0.021 

-1.27 0.209 
Phase-2 62 0.034 0.029 

T-5
Phase-1 51 0.034 0.024 

-1.96 0.053 
Phase-2 62 0.050 0.059 

T-6
Phase-1 51 0.741 0.188 

2.06* 0.042 
Phase-2 62 0.658 0.240 

T-7
Phase-1 51 0.966 0.024 

1.96 0.053 
Phase-2 62 0.950 0.059 

T-8
Phase-1 51 0.760 0.192 

1.99* 0.049 
Phase-2 62 0.678 0.247 

T-9
Phase-1 51 0.002 0.005 

-0.40 0.688 
Phase-2 62 0.003 0.009 

T-10
Phase-1 51 0.029 0.071 

1.51 0.134 
Phase-2 62 0.014 0.019 

351

Figure 9. The spatial distribution of the wave (phase) wise 352

trajectory. Specifically, countries (N=51) shaded by green 353

struggled in the first phase of the COVID-19 pandemic until 354

August 31, 2020. Otherwise, countries (N=62) in the second phase 355

shaded by red. Note that all world maps (Data Source: ArcWorld 356

Supplement) were created using ArcGIS software 10.7.1 by ESRI, 357

which are used herein under license. Copyright ESRI. All rights 358

reserved. For more information about ESRI software, please visit 359

www.esri.com. 360

4.3. Prediction of Global Pandemic Retreated Tendency 361

Combined Section 4.1 with 4.2, the emergence of successive peak(s) probably brings 362

the severe plight than the former one leading to a worse tendency (blue patches in Figure 363

11b). Otherwise, combined the hypothesis in Section 2.4, there are strong possibility not 364

http://www.esri.com/
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to occur any further peak(s) resulting in a better tendency (red patches in Figure 11b), an 365

indication of retreated tendency in pandemic. In contrast, the pandemic with no emerged 366

peak(s) outcomes a runaway tendency (green patches in Figure 11b). Besides, Figure 11a 367

exhibits the spatial distribution of turning point month (TPM) from January (labeled as 1) 368

to July (labeled as 7), revealing the month-basis emergence of peak, respectively. However, 369

red patches labeled as “8” represent no emergence of peak(s), and brown patches labeled 370

as Recur denote at least twice peaks emerging in those countries. 371

372
Figure 10. TPM category. Notably, TPM indicates only once 373

peak emerging in according month. Once the pandemic peaks 374

twice, TPM with the first peak turns to TPM-Recur (blue point). 375

(b) The four categorized clusters of TPM in 113 investigated 376

countries, such as GTPM, LTPM, No-LTPM and LTPM-Recur. 377

Specifically, GTPM (bottle green and pale-green points) 378

reveals that the pandemic peaked only once during two 379

periodicities. Besides, LTPM (yellow, pale-brown and orange 380

points) reveals that the pandemic peaked only once during 381

one periodicity. Onward, LTPM-Recur (blue points) reveals 382

that the pandemic peaked at least twice during two 383

periodicities. However, No-LTPM (nigger-brown points) 384

reveals that the peak(s) did not emerge once during two 385

periodicities. 386

Furthermore, Figure 11b categorizes the TPM distribution in Figure 11a into the 387

global and the local level that is the global TPM (GTPM) and the local TPM (LTPM). Once 388

the peak emerged, it was the LTPM. In addition, due to the potential periodicity of a 4- 389

months period (Section 3.3), the GTPM emerged based on the hypothesis that the next 390

peak should emerge yet in fact vanished after one periodicity. Thus, the GTPM is the 391

significant month to expect to end this pandemic. Besides, Figure 10 classifies all 392

investigated countries into four clusters that is GTPM, LTPM, LTPM-recur and No-LTPM. 393

Specifically, LTPM-recur happened in 55% of countries (N=62) such as USA, Italy and 394

Peru, whereas GTPM happened in two countries (China and Canada). In addition, LTPM 395

appeared in 27% of countries (N=30) such as Russia and Qatar (TPM=5), Iran and Pakistan 396

(TPM=6), Brazil and South Africa (TPM=7), etc. Unfortunately, No-LTPM emerged in 17% 397

of countries (N=19) such as India and Mexico (TPM=8).  398

Compared with GTPM that peaked only once during two periodicities, LTPM 399

peaked only once during one periodicity but failed to vanish during the second 400

periodicity. However, LTPM-recur peaked twice during two periodicities yet it may—or 401

may not—peak again after the next periodicity. Moreover, LTPM probably turns to 402

LTPM-recur or GTPM, while LTPM-recur is also possible to shift as GTPM. Owing to this, 403

Figure 11b predicts the global pandemic retreated tendency with three types of TPM. 404
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Consequently, 2%, 67% and 17% countries exhibit a retreated (red-patches), a worse (blue- 405

patches) and a runaway tendency (green-patches) of the pandemic, respectively. Thus, the 406

predicted potential peak(s) would emerge at the months of December 2020, April and 407

August 2021, respectively. 408

409
Figure 11. The prediction of global pandemic retreated tendency. In Figure 11a, various colors represent the 410

month to peak for the first time (TPM), revealing the sequence of month-level peaked-time. Notably, the color 411

labeled Recur represents at least twice peaks emerged. Besides, Figure 11b exhibits three types of pandemic 412

tendency. The red/blue/green-shaded patches indicate the better tendency, the worse tendency and the 413

runaway tendency, respectively. Note that all world maps (Data Source: ArcWorld Supplement) were created 414

using ArcGIS software 10.7.1 by ESRI, which are used herein under license. Copyright ESRI. All rights reserved. 415

For more information about ESRI software, please visit www.esri.com. 416

5. Conclusions 417

There are two main contributions in this work. First, the proposed BAVM model 418

reduces the sensitivity of COVID-19 dynamic trajectory to the quarantine policy to 419

overcome the drawback in most studies that sometimes a sudden increase of morbidity 420

does not necessarily reveal the real infection increase yet an outcome of probably changed 421

quarantine policy. Such data utilized in relevant studies probably distorted consequent 422

conclusions. 423

The second contribution aims to predict the COVID-19 dynamic tendency within a 424

broad time window through the hypothesis of potential periodicity of COVID-19, 425

overcoming the drawback of previous studies only supporting the prediction within a 426

narrow time window. Besides, the work also supports to predict the retreated indication 427

of this pandemic, which is quite significant for all humans’ lives and well-being. 428

Consequently, several important findings are as summarized. 429

(1) The potential periodicity of the COVID-19 pandemic peak is around 4-month 430

period (t=-1.56, p=0.124). 431

(2) Whether or not the peak emergence has no significant effect on COVID-19 432 

dynamic trajectory, but the time to firstly peak significantly affects. 433

(3) Uprising the quarantine rate significantly advances the time to firstly peak (0.097 434

vs 0.062, p=0.041). 435

(4) Delay of first peak significantly increased the infection rate (0.006 vs 0.003, p=0.015) 436 

but also the discharge rate (0.650 vs 0.737, p=0.038). 437

(5) The quarantine rate increased across the global during the second phase of 438

COVID-19 pandemic (0.094 vs 0.060, p=0.044). 439

(6) The COVID-19 global pandemic is expanding in the second phase. 440

(7) The indication of the retreated tendency of COVID-19 pandemic is that the next 441

peak should emerge yet in fact vanished after one periodicity. 442

(8) The predicted potential peak(s) would emerge at the months of December 2020, 443

April and August 2021, respectively. 444

However, the study also has two limitations. First, Paired-samples t-test is more 445

reasonable than Independent-samples t-test to measure the impact of first and second wave 446

of the COVID-19 pandemic in Section 4.2. Yet, we had no access to obtain complete data 447

reported in the second wave of pandemic within our research time span (2020-1 to 2020- 448

8) to support Paired-samples t-test. Hereby, data with longer time span will support our 449

future work. Second, the global-level study combined with more case studies in typical 450
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countries are quite significant to generalize measures aforesaid to support effective policy 451

responses to mitigate the COVID-19 pandemic. 452
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Appendix A 462

Table A1. The calculation of 10 derivative pandemic metrics from the raw data, where 𝐍(∙) represents the number 463

of corresponding input contents. 464

No. Derivative pandemic metrics Equations 

T-1 Positive rate N(confirmed cases) N(tests)⁄  

T-2 Infection rate N(confirmed cases) N(Population)⁄  

T-3 Case fatality rate N(deaths) N(confirmed cases)⁄  

T-4 Mortality rate N(deaths) N(cases | 14 days ago)⁄  

T-5 Closed case fatality rate N(deaths) [N(deaths) + N(recoveries)]⁄  

T-6 Discharge rate N(recoveries) N(confirmed cases)⁄  

T-7 Recovery rate N(recoveries) [N(deaths) + N(recoveries)]⁄  

T-8 Survival case discharge rate N(recoveries) [N(confirmed cases) − N(deaths)]⁄  

T-9 In-ICU case rate N(critical cases) [N(confirmed cases) − N(deaths)]⁄  

T-10 Clinical deterioration rate N(critical cases) [N(confirmed cases) − N(deaths) − N(recoveries)]⁄  
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